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New Demands & Challenges for Modern Engineers   

Emerging Architectural Trend in High Rise Design 

& 

Increasing Engineering Challenges 
Are We (The Engineers) Ready….Already?  

Introduction 
Leading architectural and engineering publications at international scenario are devoting their 

precious covers & premium pages on the emerging trends in architectural and engineering designs. 

One of such new trends is developing towards revolutionary form of the buildings. In the last & the 

current decades the architects and engineers knowledge and experience in creating and designing the 

structures based on the approach that has almost become a “Common Practice” in the design industry 

is receiving decreasing appreciation from the general public. It is not easy any more to draw the public 

eyes by further exploiting the Glass, Aluminum, Colors, Tiles, Stones, Concrete, Wood, Plants, Fabrics, 

Color Perspectives, Animations, etc.  These are some of the reasons why the Pioneering Architects are 

interested in Some Major Changes in Building Forms.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1: Some of the Modern Revolutionary Buildings 
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What is the Impact on Engineering Profession? 
 

During the process that a pioneering architect starts working on his dream to convert into a reality, 

some of the issue he need to address as early as possible are the related to Safety, Stability, 

Constructability, Material Availability & Engineers Ability. The last point is the focus of this short article 

as other issues are sub-set of that. It is very interesting issue to explore “How far the Modern 

Engineers fully equipped with advanced modeling, analysis and design technologies can be the 

“Common Dreamer”? Industry has started asking question like “Is the role & involvement of engineers 

shifting from post-processor to pre-player?” The last sentence perhaps best describes the impact of 

the revolutionary building development trends on engineering profession. 

What are the Real Challenges for Engineers 
 

As mentioned in the first paragraph of this writing, on top of usual design calculations, the real 

challenges lies in evaluation and ensuring the overall/global to local safety & stability of the structure 

& components under extreme event loading such as thermal, blast, strong wind, major earthquake & 

accidental loads.  Though may appear to be basic requirements from general public understanding & 

judgment, they are still considered to be advanced areas of engineering design. There are several 

technical reasons and justification is classifying these seemingly basic requirements as “Advanced”. 

Some of them are: 

• The phenomena related to above extreme event especially the wind, earthquake are naturally 

complex & random which requires the use of ‘Probability or Chance” based approaches 

 

• The statistical data to support the calculations & predictions are not sufficient enough 

 

• Such critical events happen over very short period of times (few seconds to few minutes) and 

cause dramatic & dynamic changes in material properties, structural behavior which are not 

easy to deal with 

 

• Developing knowledge and experience in above areas to comfortably apply to projects of 

mega scale requires strong technical background (in physic, mathematics, material science, 
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engineering, etc.) great dedication & long-term professional development plan on engineer 

side 

• Limited professional opportunities & questionable “Risk – Reward” balances 

Sharing Some Experience of “A Beginner” 
 

Inspired and motivated by the break-through trends, CivilPark desires to be part of the today’s 

and upcoming future challenges. Some of the Projects recently attempted by CPI are 

presented briefly here, just to share with common interest professionals. 

 

The Worlds’ Largest Statue of the Lord Buddha-II 

 

 

 

Figure 2: About 40mHigh Buddha-II Statue (Bhutan) 

Located on almost top of the high hills in eastern Bhutan, some of the worth sharing 

experiences are: 

• Total height of the statue is about 40 m (equivalent to 13-14 story building 

• Located on strong wind area almost through out the year (above 100 mph) 

• Large unobstructed space required for pray, mediation, etc  

• The structure has to be as durable as possible and at the same time most economical 
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• The several round of design, optimization and value engineering resulted reduction 

of steel from original design of 350 ton (by others) to 52 ton (by CPI) 

• Fabrication is just completed in Thailand under strict supervision of CPI and will be 

installed at final location within two months 

• The overall saving on the structural cost was more than 60% of the original budget 

 

Figure 3: About 40mHigh Buddha-II Statue (Bhutan) 

 

Bangkok’ Trendy & the Tallest Building 

 

OMA after re-building strong creativity landmark in  China through the unique CCTV tower,  

took the next challenge to introduce a Truly Outstanding new design highrise, expected to be 

the tallest in BKK soon. CivilPark is involved at two capacities, namely as WEGA specialist and 

other as associated structural designer with Ove Arup (Beijing based eng firm). WEGA stands 

for Wind, Earthquake, GeoTech and Advanced Analysis services. 
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Figure 4: New Building in BKK (Expected to be The Tallest about 320m) 
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Figure 5: New Building in BKK (Expected to be The Tallest about 320m)  
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The Wind Effects on Tall Slender Buildings can be summarized into following categories: 

• Overall Force for design of primary structural members 

• Pressure measurement for design and optimization of Cladding (Façade) 

• Occupant comfort (on several floors near top ) 

• Pedestrian comfort (near the building, outdoor areas) 

The design regulation (e. g. BMA) and standards (such as DPT -1351 )are not sufficient to 

address the above effects reliably for such complex structures, which was the main reasons 

for Wind Tunnel Test (WTT). Such tests are considered essential for such project & always 

justifiable financially. 

 

Small part of the “Seismic Hazard Analysis Report” carried for this project says something: 

Bangkok, the capital city of Thailand, is located at a remote distance from 

seismic sources.  However, it has a substantial risk from these distant 

earthquakes due to the ability of the underlying soft clay to amplify ground 

motions.  It is therefore imperative to conduct a detailed site specific seismic 

hazard assessment of the area. 

  
Figure 6 Seismic source zone map and the epicenters of earthquakes  
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This study shows that there is a great possibility of long-period ground vibration in 

Bangkok, especially in the areas near the Gulf of Thailand.  This may have severe 

effects on long-period structures, such as high-rise buildings and long-span bridges. 

 

Several rounds of discussions, meetings & important decisions regarding GeoTech were 

revolved around: 

1. Selection of Pile-Foundation or Pile-Raft (Pile+Soil) 

2. Estimated design load for foundation 

3. Settlement considerations 

4. Estimated & maximum achievable capacity of barrettes in BKK 

5. Acceptable Factor of Safety for foundation system 

6. Necessity and suitability of grouting of pile (shaft & tip) 

7. Necessity and suitability of soil improvement (footprint + surrounding) 

8. Case studies of foundation system of existing high-rise in Bangkok 

9. Depth of foundation, -8 m or -15m 

10. Shape of the basement : circular or other 

11. Design & construction consideration for circular basement (D-wall) 

12. Earthquake consideration for sub-structure 

13. Removal of over 300 existing pile at the site 

14. Ground investigation requirements 

 

Thailand’s Biggest “Crystal Ball” Structure 

 

Palmer & Turner in association with CPI is trying their best to fulfill the highly ambitious, 

visionary and resourceful well known client ‘The Wattamakai” special construction 

requirement. 

• The structure’s life shall be one thousand years. 

• The material selection & construction cost is not the main consideration. 

• Reinforcement can be stainless steel, concrete can be “the best possible grade” etc 
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Figure 7: New ‘Crystal Ball” (Diameter 100m) 
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Cable Suspended Long Span Arch Bridge 

 

Design and construction of arch bridge is not a new art and science. Some special site and 

design criteria make, the engineering solution of some arch bridges fairly challenging. One of 

such projects recently designed by CPI has the following features: 

 

 

 

Figure 8: Aesthetic Award Winning “Arch Bridge of 140 m Span” 

Location = Southern Bhutan (Close to India) (6 Hrs Drive from Thimphu) 
Length = 200m (main bridge) +  2x 17 (approach road) = 234m 
Width = 7.5 (drive way) + 1.5 (footpath) +0.5 (Barrier) = 9.5 m 
Spans = 20+140+20+20 
Abutment = RC (Bearing Type) 
 Main Classification: Twin Box, 3D Parabolic Profile Arch with Cables and Alpha 
Truss Composite Deck 
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